This is My Name
(Original song created for World Youth General Meeting, which was held on March 11, 2018)

**Hook**
Everybody let’s get together
Gotta be with Sensei forever
Cause tomorrow’s counting on you

Doesn’t matter if you’re old or young
Doesn’t matter where you’re coming from
Cause I looked inside my heart
And I found hope
And this is my name

**Verse 1**
Born into this world I live in
Living with this name I’m given
Gotta be So much more

I could watch the world keep spinning
But my heart was meant for giving
Oh Yeah I need to stand up now

Courage
Is to know what’s right and struggle for it
Promise
Is a vow to never fall

Through the rain and stormy weather
Found a light that lasts forever
Yeah! And it’s Brighter than the sun

※ **Hook**

**Verse 2**
Now I’ve got so much of you
deeper than the ocean blue
Oh, in my heart

Everyday’s a new beginning
Shout it out, we’re born to win it
Sensei
Let us lead the battle now

Courage
Like a lion, roar and stand for justice
Promise
We will never ever fall

The time to rise is now or never
Brother sister, come together
Sing! With our voices heard as one

※ **Hook**

**Bridge**
And it’s time to show the world what we can do
Marching on to victory because of you

**Rap**
1 time for the mind and the spiritual
2 times for the triumphs and the miracles
Remain thankful for the drama that we made it through
And if you try to change the game, you gotta change the rules

You gotta make a way, you know we got some things to prove
And if we make it move I know that we can break the clouds
I took a stance and made a dedicated vow
To make you proud and say my prayers loud

Through the rain and stormy weather
Found a light that lasts forever
Yeah! And it’s Brighter than the sun

※ **Hook**